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                                  Constructed of 430-stainless steel, build with
                          two-layer walls and feature Cal Flame's proprietary
                          V-Grates, a temperature gauge, and porcelain-coated
                          cast iron burners.
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                                  Crafted using 304-stainless steel and includes
                          signature features such as cast stainless steel
                          burners with independent igniter switches and
                          V-patterned grates.
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                                  Convection cooking uses high velocity fans to
                          distribute hot air throughout the entire cavity of the
                          grill when the grill hood is shut.
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                                  For unmatched quality in its price point and category, you can’t beat our Patio series BBQ islands. 
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                                  The Escape Series BBQ islands offer style and functionality with premium features with a range of shapes and sizes.
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                                  The Platinum BBQ islands offers an upgraded series with everything the Escape Series models include plus more...
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                                  Transform your backyard into a comfortable relaxing
                          space. Enjoy cool evenings outdoors next to a Cal
                          Flame Outdoor Fireplace.
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                                  Fire pit helps transform a backyard into a romantic
                          getaway for couples, or a fun meeting space for
                          friends to enjoy drinks, conversation and laughs.
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                                  Four side LED lights highlight easy access storage areas. Two temperature controlled refrigerators give ample room for food and beverages.
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                                  Four side LED lights highlight easy access storage
 areas. Roomy four shelves for all your outdoor usage.
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                Share This Product:

                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                

              

              
                * Cal Flame reserves the right to enhance, modify or discontinue
                products at any time without notice. Specifications may change
                without notice. Dimensions are approximate.
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              has earned the reputation for producing quality:
              BBQ Grills,
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              leader in innovation and design we create the ultimate outdoor
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